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Extended STL, Volume 1: Collections and IteratorsAddison Wesley, 2007
My Uncle John is what my parents’ generation would call “a man’s man.” He’s tough, rugged, a bit scary, with more than a little of the cowboy in him, and he would admit to fear about as readily as I could render modest defeat. So when he described to me that the challenge in doing your second parachute jump is...
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From Russia with Tough Love: Pavel's Kettlebell Workout for a Femme FataleDragon Door Publications, 2002

	In Russia, kettlebells have long been revered as the fitness-tool of choice for Olympic athletes, elite special forces and martial artists. The kettlebell’s ballistic movement challenges the body to achieve an unparalleled level of physical conditioning and overall strength.


	But until now, the astonishing benefits of the...
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Let the Lord Sort Them: The Rise and Fall of the Death PenaltyCrown, 2021

	NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE • A deeply reported, searingly honest portrait of the death penalty in Texas—and what it tells us about crime and punishment in America

	

	“If you’re one of those people who despair that nothing changes, and dream that something can, this is a story of...
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Pro OpenSolarisApress, 2009
OpenSolaris is a rapidly evolving operating system with roots in Solaris 10, suitable for deployment on laptops, desktop workstations, storage appliances, and data center servers from the smallest single–purpose systems to the largest enterprise–class systems. The growing OpenSolaris community now has hundreds of thousands of...
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Hadoop in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Hadoop in Practice, Second Edition provides over 100 tested, instantly useful techniques that will help you conquer big data, using Hadoop. This revised new edition covers changes and new features in the Hadoop core architecture, including MapReduce 2. Brand new chapters cover YARN and integrating...
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Borland C++ Power Programming/Book and DiskQue, 1993
It wasn’t too long ago that a hobbyist programmer got by with a monochrome monitor, two floppy drives, 16K of RAM, and a decent understanding of BASIC. Back then, a big program may have comprised 500 lines and taken a few days to write. Even professional programmers—the folks who produced commercial-quality software— had it much...
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Dog Grooming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006


	Do you consider your dog a family member? Chances are you said yes

	before you finished reading the sentence. You’re in good company. Most

	pet owners consider their dogs as important as other family members or even

	a child. According to the Association of Pet Products Manufacturers, every day

	some 44 million households...
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No B.S. Marketing To the AffluentEntrepreneur Press, 2008

	Here it is: no warm Â‘n fuzziesÂ—just hard-core strategies from real world trenchesÂ…for successfully repositioning your business, products, services and yourself to attract customers or clients for whom price is NOT a determining factor in their purchasing. The TRUTH is it takes no more work to attract customers/clients from the...
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Test Driven: TDD and Acceptance TDD for Java DevelopersManning Publications, 2007

	In test driven development, you first write an executable test of what your application code must do. Only then do you write the code itself and, with the test spurring you on, you improve your design. In acceptance test driven development (ATDD), you use the same technique to implement product features, benefiting from iterative development,...
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Bob Miller's High School Calc for the Clueless - Honors and AP Calculus AB & BCMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Student tested and approved!
If you suffer from math anxiety, then sign up for private tutoring with Bob Miller!

Do theorems, derivatives, and integrals leave your head spinning?

If so, you are like hundreds of thousands of other students who face math-especially, calculus-with fear.

Luckily, there is a...
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C# Programmer's CookbookMicrosoft Press, 2003
Next time you hit the wall with a tough C# development problem, get the code behind the solution—and solve it the right way. The C# Programmer’s Cookbook provides at-a-glance reference to hundreds of C# and Microsoft .NET Framework programming scenarios using a concise, problem/solution format. The book’s organized so...
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OOP: Building Reusable Components with Microsoft  Visual Basic  .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
When Microsoft introduced an alpha version of the Microsoft  .NET Framework to a small group of developers, the developers were immediately  excited. Those of us attending this kickoff meeting understood the vision of  .NET right away:

	
    A common language runtime   

    

...
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